The
Workshops that...
Present cultural diversity in an
interesting and relevant way
Develop awareness and cultural
intelligence skills
Openly tackle racial issues in
school, community and society
Challenge pupils’ thinking
about different types of people
Provide continual support to
staff and help to prepare pupils
for today’s multicultural British
society

of
My

Our workshops are presented through a range of activities to facilitate optimum learning. Workshops can be
done individually or as a 3-part series at a reduced price with groups of schools in clusters. Tailored workshops are
also available. For prices and further information, please contact us. Our workshop menu is as follows:

The Colour of
My Skin
Travelling the
World
Life in the Sun
Out of many –
One people

Revealing current thinking and opening up new pathways of thought about races and
cultures in Britain today - An interactive session that gives an overview of some of
the issues, helping to improve interpersonal skills.
Suitable for KS 2, Duration: 40mins–1hr.
Brings colonial history alive and helps explain immigration in a simple yet relevant
way - Interactive storytelling, artifacts, hands-on activities and song included.
Suitable for EYFS, KS 1&2, Duration: 25-40mins.
Lessons from life in a former British colony with interactive games, singing and
discussions - Comparing school life for children in that country with Britain.
: 25mins–1hr.
Suitable for EYFS, KS 1&2, Duration:
The story of another multicultural nation - Compares issues with those faced in
multicultural Britain today – Develops understanding and appreciation of difference
Suitable for KS 1&2, Duration: 25-40mins.

The Windrush
&Britishness

Interactive visual presentation with activities on the Windrush experience and what it
means to be British today - Includes personal experiences of immigration and
facilitates creative expression. Suitable for EYFS, KS 1&2, Duration: 25mins–1hr.

Lessons &
Learning from
Black History

Interactive presentation, discussion and activities about the Slave Trade and the Black
British community - Relating of personal experiences, facilitating creative expression
and problem-solving. Suitable for KS 1&2, Duration: 25mins–1hr.
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